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Keshava Raya is a Bangalore-based Indian Astrologer, Numerologist,

Vastu Consultant, influencer, Author, Blogger, Newspaper Colum-

nist also the founder of Keshava Numerology and Vastu, has started blog-

ging at the young age of 16 where he learned various blogs, Astrology,
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Numerology, and Vastu related strategies, tactics, became a successful In-

dian Astrologer, Blogger, and Author.

He is also a self-published author, and has published several books
on the subject of Astrology, personal branding, entrepreneurship, Nu-
merology, and Vastu. Apart from business, he creates videos, writes blog
posts, records podcasts about Numerology and Vastu, Blogging, uses
Facebook page, Instagram to teach many valuable things to others. In ad-
dition, he started Keshava Numerology and Vastu, a start-up company
in 2005, to provide the best in Numerology and Vastu Services, which
is now gaining popularity among celebrities, Politicians plus he is work-
ing with a number of entrepreneurs from across the country as well as
abroad. Keshava Numerology and Vastu provide "end to end solution" on
Vastu and Numerology, Health, Mental Stress, Wealth, Jobs, Education,
etc.

Keshava Raya Has Established A Reputation As A Successful Entre-
preneur. Are An Indian Blogger, Renowned Astrologer, and Business-
Man. Instagram Personality From Bangalore, India. He Is Known For
His Instagram Model And Instagram Content Creator. Is A Young Indi-
an Astrologer On The Rise, He Himself Owns A Huge Followers Net-
work On The Instagram Platform To Entertain And Make His Follow-
ers Laugh, He Is Committed To Growing His Platform And Spreading
Positively And Positive Energy Through His Pages On The Platform. He
Owns the Pages @ikeshavaraya With Many Opportunities That Come
with His Big Number of Followers. On Instagram, He Goes By “Keshava
Raya” As His Name That Everyone Knows Him By. He Uses His Plat-
form To Gain Influx In Money From Promote Brand And Business.
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Vastu is a traditional Indian system in ancient Hindu where it
among the oldest literary known from early Before Christ (BC). The
word Vastu means to dwell which describes principles of design, layout,
measurements, ground preparation, space arrangement, spatial and
building. Vastu Shastra is the literary piece of Vastu Vidya.

Vastu Shastra is the art of building houses, temples, towns and cities,
and country. Vastu Shastra, a refined blend of Hindu shows made as a
workmanship, dismembered as a science, and translated prophetical-
ly can lead the course into strong living. Vastu Shastra is a far reaching
call for world concordance in this manner the smallest unit of the overall
population like the family ought to bring their successors up in an atmos-
phere that knows the significance of amicability.

Writings from the Indian subcontinent portray standards of plan,
format, estimations, ground planning, space course of action, and spatial
Shastra join customary Hindu The plans expect to coordinate engineer-
ing with nature, the general elements of different pieces of the structure,
and old convictions using mathematical, inside a structure or assortment
of structures, in light of their capacities comparable to one another, their
utilization and the general texture of the Ancient Vastu Shastra standards
incorporate those for the and the standards for the plan and format of
houses, towns, urban areas, gardens, streets, water works, shops and oth-
er public.

Elements of Vastu: Human body is made up of panchendriya.
Panchendriya means the Fire, the Earth, the Sky, the Air, and the Water
which can also be called as 5 elements of Vastu. These vibrations also af-
fect those who are housed in the building and can determine their health,
wealth, happiness, progeny and prosperity. Vastu accepts that the outside
and the inner are tradable. Sanskrit manuscripts are available in different
parts of India.
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Earth
Earth or Prithvi impact human lives as they have gravitational and attrac-
tive characteristics. Site determination for a structure houses, sanctuar-
ies, towns and urban communities, nation is the main thing in Vastu. It
is important to check every single detail of the site before development,
territory and bearing of site which will additionally assist us with remain-
ing sound and fit.
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Water
Water or Jal is considered as perhaps the biggest component of nature as
more than 80% of our body and 2/3 of earth's surface is loaded up with
water. To get the most extreme advantages, water sources should be kept
in the North-east way of a house, in the event that impractical, at that
point North or East can likewise be thought of. The North, North-East
and East course for water applies energy for aquarium, pool, wells or ex-
hausting.
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Fire
Fire is associated with the Sun which is known for its imperativeness and
quality. Sun is the wellspring of regular light and a significant wellspring
of energy. Vastu gives appropriate headings to the arrangement of fire
sources, which is south-east bearing. The fire sources like kitchen fire and
electrical contraptions should be put south-east to get positive energy
just as advantages. In a house, appropriate ventilation for daylight is vital
as it is one normal wellspring of light for individuals.
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Air
Air or Vayu is a significant component of nature, without which all life
will reach a conclusion. Air involves different gases on earth which are
basic for human existence, which is north-west. Vastu gives legitimate
rules to the situations of entryways, windows, galleries, ventilation, tall-
ness of your home structure and positions of trees and plants.
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Space
Space or Akash has no restrictions identified with our feeling of hearing.
Space is the nine planets it impacts human lives and Vastu gives appropri-
ate rules to Space and as indicated by it, the house development should
be so that light enters the focal region of the house. This Space should be
kept empty in a house.
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Importance of Vastu Directions:
There are 8 major directions and to make vastu work easy they make it
16 directions. Majore 8 directions are E, N, W, S, NE, SE, NE and SW.
N stands for North S-for South, E for East & W for West.

NE -stands for North East, SE for Southeast, NW for Northwest
and SW for Southwest.

Since the entire universe is a creation of five essential components: Fire,
Air, Space, Earth and Water. The fundamental standards of Vaastu em-
power us to accomplish balance among these. At the point when the am-
icability between these components gets upset our energies get scattered
in various ways prompting pressure, strain and infirmity and our genuine
feelings of serenity are devastated.

When in doubt its shape is square, which is the principal type of
Indian engineering. The square type of Vaastu-Purusha can be changed
over into a triangle, hexagon, octagon or hover of equivalent territory
and hold its imagery. When the direction of the site is set up, the Vaastu-
Purusha-Mandala or the ground plan is superimposed on the site. The
Vaastu was widespread to such an extent that it very well may be applied
to a raised area, a sanctuary, a house, a city or the whole universe.

These customary standards shape structures in diverse structures,
structures fluctuated from each other to suit the various classes of struc-
tures, to fulfill various capacities, and they never present an indistin-
guishable view. Therefore, Vaastu Shastra has been depicted as an assort-
ment of information, which has been continued, created and modified
by progressive ages of engineers through numerous hundreds of years

A significant number of us additionally know places where we feel
normally concerned, where we sense something messed up when we
show up. This impression of threat regularly has no evident purpose for
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it either, simply the substantial mindfulness that everything isn't well.
Another class of spots concur superbly with a couple of individuals, dri-
ve a little gathering of others to finish interruption, and have practical-
ly zero impact on the remainder of mankind. Live long enough in con-
ditions that concur with you, and you can anticipate that those condi-
tions should uphold your journey to appreciate a sufficient portion of the
beneficial things throughout everyday life: affableness, great wellbeing,
success, a cheerful family, amicable associations with companions and
neighbors, a prospering vocation, and, eventually, upgraded life span.

Since the entire universe is a creation of five fundamental compo-
nents: Fire, Air, Space, Earth and Water. Vaastu orchestrates our lives
with nature, permitting us to unfurl to our ideal potential. It is particu-
larly suggested on the off chance that you are confronting issues and ob-
stacles throughout everyday life, or if there is an absence of agreement at
home or work.

Ordinarily, when there are lines of houses, one column will pull in
all the positive impacts while the houses on the contrary side of the road
will draw in all the negative energies. When there are columns of houses,
the line that faces north procures all the advantages, while the one that
faces south is left with the negative impacts. In Vaastu every condo, any-
way little, is viewed as a free unit. On the off chance that one carries on
within a condo block, it is fitting to pick the principal floor or higher to
keep away from the negative impacts at ground level. In the event that
the whole square will be square or rectangular, there is a more grounded
association with the earth.

The North-East (NE) is doled out to Water: Have a drag well, under-
ground water tank in that position.

The South-East (SE) is relegated to Fire: Have your kitchen, wash
room, heater, evaporator there.

The North-West (NW) is doled out to Air: There is a visitor room
for unmarried young ladies or a store for completed merchandise.
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The South-West (SW) is appointed to Earth: It is the most steady,
everything being equal. Keep it hefty and this is the best spot for the ex-
pert BedRoom.

The Center is allocated to Space: Have the most un-conceivable
movement here.

This assists with quickening the cycle of energy stream and impacts
are accomplished quicker.

The study of Vaastu is widespread, and the fundamental standards
given in this book are relevant to a wide range of structures. Some partic-
ular focuses to remember for business and modern structures are: stock
should in a perfect world be put in the Northwest area to encourage
quicker development. Vaastu science depends on the interconnection
and exchange of these variables in the one quantum soup that incorpo-
rates all presence.

The standards of Vaastu depend on the energy stream and the ap-
propriation of components. These components are uniform all through
the world. Notwithstanding, in various topographical areas, the struc-
ture could be intended to oblige differently.

Our reality is with the end goal that, of the limitless ways we could
organize a space, just a little determination of game plans exists that can
sustain its maximum capacity; a lot more really blocks its energy. Their
trials induced a few sciences that depict pathways to balance and peace-
fulness in pretty much all social statuses.

The plot ought not be inside double the separation of the stature of
the house to any open spot like sanctuary, clinic, manufacturing plant
and so forth On the off chance that the separation is more than that, at
that point it is alright. The house should be at any rate 80 ft or all the
more away from any sanctuary. The entryway ought not face a sanctu-
ary and the shadow of a sanctuary ought not fall on the house. Try not
to purchase a plot with checks like slopes, tall structures or pinnacles on
the north, north east or east sides as the sun's beams will be hindered.
Anyway such things on the west or south sides are propitious as they
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bring wellbeing, abundance and bliss as they block the destructive west-
ern beams.

Right relationship requires a person to find some kind of harmony
between regard for self and regard for "other," gauging singular necessities
and needs against the prerequisites of family, society, and environment.
Each human existence involves a snare of connections, a summation of
a huge number of worldly, spatial, and causal associations between the
more modest universe and the bigger.

Vastu accommodates an away from of the five components in a struc-
ture, empowering it to turn into a living, vibrating substance. The plan
of various components in various extents and shapes is the thing that de-
cides how the energies course through a structure. This comprehension
of our all encompassing cosmetics is the way to living in a reasonable con-
dition of prosperity, appreciating a cheerful, sound, and prosperous life.

Earth here methods the arrangement of the outside of the earth, the
dirt and different minerals present in the dirt. Water is generally basic
for all animals and is a fundamental component in development. Water
structures 3/4 piece of the body's weight. Fire circles energy as light and
warmth. The sun is the primary wellspring of light and warmth for us.
Air is a fundamental component for every single living being. It is funda-
mental to have the right flexibility, right temperature and weight. Space
is the most broadly spread over of the five essential components. There is
no spot known to man where this space doesn't exist.

The human body is additionally made of five fundamental compo-
nents and also, the wide range of various things of the world are made
of them. Accordingly, the five essential components existing inside and
outside man have a steady however undetectable connection which in-
fluences exercises of life. The impacts of these five essential components
have been completely dealt with in the standards set down in Vaastu
Shastra.

Science is a sea and examination is the investigation of that sea to dis-
cover the shrouded fortunes of realities. Late progressed study and ex-
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ploration in different pieces of the world have brought about recogniz-
ing geopathic stress which can bring about the making of an unsafe cli-
mate in a structure. The view is gradually gain-ing of around the geopath-
ic stresses could be one of the variables bringing about an unevenness in
the energy field.

In antiquated India, the washroom and latrine were put outside,
away from the house. One needed to walk a separation and furthermore
utilize separate footwear set there for the reason. The shading green is ad-
ditionally critical to rebalance ourselves after the tumultuous metropoli-
tan spin our lives have become.

The ideal state of one's property should be either a square or a square
shape with all the corners at right points. In the event that there is a lake
in the house, it is best positioned in the north-east segment. Goldfish
and water lilies improve the nature of the lake. Trees should be on the
south and west outskirts of the nursery. Blossoming trees and fragrant
blossoms give the most elevating vibrations.

Every heading, for example, North or East, is partitioned into nine
divisions. The two external divisions become portions of the specific
area, for example, Northeast or Southeast, and the center five divisions
become that specific heading. For instance, in the North, the correct two
divisions become Northern Northeast and the left two divisions become
Northern Northwest. Among the center five divisions, the correct more
than two divisions have a place with the Northeastern area and are called
Northeastern North, while the over two divisions to one side of the cen-
ter have a place with the Northwestern North.

In the 21ST century, metropolitan development is perhaps the great-
est test for mankind, so there is a lot of conversation about the assess-
ments of land utilization, the reasonable size of super urban areas, and
basic approaches to structure, if not to control, this tremendous spread
of urbanization. The embodiment of environmental arranging is that the
structures and open space ought to adjust to the land-structures with
least interruption. When taking a gander at the harm that our urban ar-
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eas and advancement have inflicted upon the climate, one of the prime
focuses in the plan is to investigate the possibility of a living climate that
is naturally adjusted and socially invigorating. Considering the changing
examples of way of life and trend setting innovation, the issue is whether
we can advance another arrangement of 'ceremonies' to save the metro-
politan climate. Thus, Vaastu Shastra as an applied information is a sig-
nificant methodology in building up a harmony between human-settle-
ment improvement and normal asset use, while guaranteeing that the
utilization of regular assets and frameworks doesn't drain the land's con-
veying limit with respect to people in the future.

The vast majority of us make it a highlight to select clothing that
reflects, through the understanding of structure and shading, what our
identity is and what we hope for. The vast majority of us accomplish
something comparative with the space around us also, picking furniture,
upholstery texture, divider covers, and plants that reflect how we exteri-
orize our inside tastes and wants, how we appear our inner characters. At
the point when the characteristics inside us reverberate with the traits of
the spaces that we possess, those internal and external universes will re-
sound with one another, which sustains and proliferates reverberation in
all aspects of our lives.

During the antiquated days, the shade of the dirt was chosen accord-
ing to the Varna, or Cast. White soil is useful for the Brahmans, red for
the Kshatriyas, yellow for the Vaisyas, and dark for sudras. It was encour-
aged to burrow 12ft down. On the off chance that the dirt is dark up
to 3 ft down and white or red underneath that, the land is appropriate.
Dark and clayey soil are bad for building. On the off chance that the dirt
is brittle stone, cash comes without exertion. Yellow soil is ideal for the
business network.

It is prompted that the primary development venture for the new
house is to burrow the well. On the off chance that water is utilized from
this well for the development, it is promising for the family who will live
in the house. It is best that the well or water source is on the north or Up-
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per East Side of the land. The well can likewise be on the north or east
sides of the property. The well ought not be in the northwest or south-
east corners, as this is unpropitious. It is particularly unpropitious if the
well is delved in the southwest corner.

The overseeing overseer of the organization is equivalent to the top
of the family. So his office relates to the main room and should be per-
haps the biggest room arranged in the south-west corner of the structure.
The work area should be in the south or west of the room and one should
confront east or north towards the entryway. It is a great idea to have a di-
vider behind instead of an entryway or window. Shelves should be along
the south or west dividers and a savors bureau the south-east corner of
the room. A safe can be kept along the north divider.

Any large equipment should be kept either in the south or the west
of the structure and weighty things like work areas and cupboards should
be situated in the south-west of individual rooms. Gear identifying with
fire should be put in the south-east. Wastepaper bins should be set in
the south or west of the workplace and never in the north. The latrines
should be set to such an extent that the individual who utilizes them
faces north or east. Since the moon impacts restrooms, intelligent sur-
faces like mirrors can be utilized.

The essentials of Vaastu Shastra depend on minimal effort engineer-
ing at a decreased ecological expense. More modest trees might be plant-
ed on the east or north sides, however no trees should be planted in the
upper east corner. Tall trees ought not be excessively near a structure as
they block the daylight.

It is best when an understudy considers that he faces north, upper
east, or east. In this manner a table in an examination room should be
put on the south or west sides of the room. Books should be put away
on the southwest side of the room. Leaving weighty vehicles like trucks,
farm haulers, streetcars or cranes, and so on, should be on the streets out-
side or on the off chance that it is to be inside, they should be left in the
southwest zone.
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Each plot is covered with a specific kind of energy and widespread
attractive field. What is significant is to perceive that lighting and air
course are significant factors yet Vaastu is much more than this. Except
if one has a presentation to unpretentious energy fields and their belong-
ings, it will be difficult to acknowledge Vaastu. The standard of energy
development between planets gives further understanding into how the
commended and incapacitated positions came to be resolved.

In the event that the house is inherent agreement with vaastu science,
one is required to have and appreciate common solaces to the furthest
reaches and still have the information and intelligence to understand a
definitive truth and free oneself from common subjugation and the pat-
tern of birth and passing. Vaastu Shastra all these favorable forces are de-
terred prompting the flaws in the structure.

The medication should be kept in the upper east corner of the house,
and an individual should confront the upper east while taking it. It is ide-
al to nurture the individuals who are sick in the southwest corner of the
house, despite the fact that the northwest corner is likewise acceptable.
Certain photos ought not be hung in a house, for example, wild creatures
battling, caught elephants, chasing scenes, trees without organic prod-
ucts or blossoms, snakes, owls, bats, and so forth

The majority of us additionally understand what it seems like to be
smothered or choked by a space, to stroll into a room and promptly feel
abused by it. Now and again this sentiment of disquiet emerges from a
straightforward feeling of separation when a space is too big or too little
that only one individual can make in a particular space are almost mul-
titudinous. You need not be obsessive in your quest for virtue and Your
every supplication and contemplation further assists with cleaning your
brain.
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